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LIBRARY
Approximately
160 To Commence
If They Finish!

Yet. N
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Author Harrison Woods
Speaks Here Tomorrow
"What ia the most interesting and important question of
our time?" is the query most repeated by audiences to
tomorrow's convocation speaker, Harrison Wood. "That
people want to know what is the danger of being so greatly
outnumbered by communist hordes," is the answer given by
this rmdio newt analyst, author,*
and lecturer at he faces groups
from coast to coast. His appear,
ance here tomorrow will be at the
regular 10:16 convocation hour.
Backing up his answer he continues, "The truth is that the Communists do not dominate. Both the
industrial and military potential
of the USSR are lower than ours,
not higher.
"Russia does not have a normal
proportion of males — there are
10,000,000 more women in Russia
than men — most of them now
working on farms or in factories.
There are 37 million males in
Russia between the ages of 16
and 44. In the United stairs there
are about 33 million—ratio of 10
to 9. This is certainly not overHARRISON WOOD
powering enough to justify the
fears of the prophets of doom.
"Too, everyone has to eat before B revise ript Class
anything can be accomplished. The
Russian farmer can raise food for Now Offers Credit
two families, his own and one
A class in Breviscript will be
other. The Western European and offered during the fall semester
American farmers, on the other for those in the University who
hand, can raise enough food for desire a one-semester course in
from seven to eight families.
personal-use shorthand, Dr. Galen
"In addition to this, Russia and Stutsman has announced.
her satellites are using their
The class will meet at 10 a.m.
woman power almost to capacity on MTThF and will be given three
in one form or another, while that hours credit in the Colleges of
of the Western allies has been un- Business Administration and Edutouched. In addition, also, the cation.
United States has almost seven
This class is being offered expertimes the productive horse-power imentally during the fall semester
and ten times the oil production. and future classes will depend on
"To complete the picture one the success of the trial, Dr. Stutsmust realise that the western al- man said.
Registration is limited to 26 stulies could convert up to 90 per cent
of their consumer goods industries dents. Further information may be
without dropping living stand- obtained in the College of Business
Administration office.
ards; the Russians cannot."

"Summer school was a food ex-'
perience for me as most of the
things which happen in Bowling
Green. I find that the general attitude towards studies is more
serious than during the regular
semesters. The slight relaxation of
rigid rules was very welcome as
well" waa the comment of Tamara
Mavriski of Europe.
"The most enjoyable six weeks
I nave spent- at Bowling Green
State University, both academically and socially. People are
friendlier and classes more interesting than during the winter. My
only complaint has to do with the
weather but what with only morning classes even it has not been
unbearable," added Jeanne Dearosiers of Noranda, Quebec, Canada.
"I like summer school because it

gives a teacher an opportunity to
meet other teachers in the same
field. I have learned new methods
and new ideas for teaching which
other teachers have successfully
used. Summer school is a fine way
for getting a degree. It also ia a
change from the regular teaching
routine of class preparation, grading papers, and grade school activities," remarked Helen Hermes
of Oak Harbor.
"Many differences from the regular school sessions are evident
during summer school in the relationship between the professor and
student, the younger and older
student A more serious-toned atmosphere is prevalent," answered
Row Samperisi of Cleveland.
"I am enjoying summer school

No. 11

August Commencement
To Graduate Near 160
Official
Announcements
No on-cam put housing accommodation- will be available for Poet
Summer School ■hidoata, according
to Doan Arch I. Conkltn. Students
nay. however, eat In the Commons.
Persom may complele their roots(ration forms for the fall somsetsr
any time In Iho Registrar's Office.
Glenn I. Van Wormor. registrar, announced this wook.
August commencement graduates
should pay the IS diploma few at Iho
business office by Tuesday. July 21.
Veterans must register for Post
Summer School In Iho office of Ralph
H. Geer. director of admissions, any
time from July 21 through Aug. 4.
Miss
Dolso
Whitwer.
summer
social chairman, wishes 1o thank all
who have co-operated In order to
make this summer's social events
successful. Special thanks go to the
chaperones and the games class
who have boon a groat deal of help.

Frosh Here Saturday
So many freshmen sijrned up for
the July 26 registration date that
they are to be tested in two sections. Entering students living
near Rowling Green are to report
at the office of Ralph H. Geer, Hi
rector of admissions, between 7:30
and 8 a.m.
The first test will be given at 8
and the second at 10 for the benefit of those living too far away to
arrive for the early test.

Students Give Varied Answers
To 'Enjoying Summer School?'
In spite of the high temperatures at Bowling Green this
summer, it seems that summer was enjoyed by some students. These following remarks were given to the question,
"Are you enjoying summer school?"

Last Issue
Of B-G News
Until September

Approximately 160 students will receive degrees at
summer commencement slated for Aug. 1 at 10 a.m. in the
Main Aud. Since candidates for degrees have not been approved as yet, it is impossible to publish the list of those
^graduating.
Dr. Ralph W. McDonald will
Summer Chorus
return to the campus from a combined vacation and speaking tour
To Give Seventh
in the west for the occasion. He
will present degrees.
Annual Concert Fri. Dr. Phillip R. Adams, director
of the Cincinnati Art Museum,
Dr. James Paul Kennedy, pro- Art Academy of Cinrinnati, and
fessor of music, will direct the the Taft Museum, will deliver the
seventh annual summer choral summer session commencement adconcert to be presented tomorrow dress.
evening at 8 in the P.A. Bldg Aud. Dr. Adams has written for many
Student soloists for the featured publications including Commonchoral number, "Desc Bones Gwinc weal, Harper's Bazaar, and proto Rise Again," are Richard Payne fessional art journals. His honoras narrator and singers Elisabeth ary Doctor of Letters degree was
Rurrell, Edward Householder, Mrs. awarded by Miami University and
Ronnie Smith Davis, Cynthia Ev- bachelor's degree from Ohio State,
ans. King Mathewa, Richard and master's degree from New
Meyer, and Robert Pctersen.
York University.
Nancy Gross, a 16-year-old piHis offices also include being dianist from Toledo, will be featured rector of the College Art Associasoloist with the chorus of 93 stu- tion, trustee of the American Feddents, faculty, and townspeople. eration of Arts, and twice serving
Mrs. Esther Konopka and Mar- as chairman of the Art Section of
garet Wepler, both of Bowling the American Association of MuGreen, will be accompanists.
seums.
Miss Gross will play with Dr.
Kennedy the first movement of
August graduates will meet la the
Tschaikowsky's "Piano Concerto in Main Aud. Tuesday. Julr >*■ ror a
B Flat Minor" and two songs by comm.ncm.nl rehearsal.
Edvard Grieg.
Dr. Adams has also studied at
A group of contemporary songs,
including compositions by George Princeton University and at the
Gerschwin, Antolc LiadofT, and Sorbonne in Paris.
Randall Thompson, will be sung
Tickets for the commencement
by the chorus.
ceremonies must be reserved at the
"Now Let Every Tongue Adore registrar's office before July 30.
Thee," "O God, Our Help in Ages Undergraduate seniors expecting
Past," and Psalm 160 by Franck to take degrees will be approved
will also be included in the eve- by the faculty from a list to be
ning's program.
circulated from the registrar's office next Tuesday. Candidates for
degrees in the Graduate School
will be checked at the same time
for low grades in courses then in
progress.

Artist Series Listed
For Next Season

Return engagements are being
made by three groups listed in the
Artist Series program for next
year as announced recently by
Prof. Merrill C. McEwcn, chairas I hsve an opportunity to meet man of the committee.
younger people and with different
The U.S. Marine Band will appersonalities. It is different to sit pear in two concerts on Sept. 19,
the
new and enlarged Detroit
on the opposite side of the teach
Orchestra, conducted by
er's desk also. It is a summer well Symphony
Paul Paray, will play Feb. 8, and
spent, as I am graduating with a the DePaur Infantry Chorus will
B.S. in Education which boosts my sing March 1. All three musical
salary," was the remark given by groups have appeared in pdevious
Harcele Widney of Kenton.
years' programs.
"Actually I don't know whether
Opera will come to Bowling
I'm enjoying summer school, as Green with the Oct. 12 presentasuch, or not. Like a lot of other tion of Bixet's "Carmen" by the
people, I'm spending many more Charles L. Wagner Opera Comhours during the day working for pany. Marc Connelly, author of
a salary rather than working be- "The Green Pastures," will appear
cause of classes and studying," ex- in person to give a playwright's
pressed Bev Hathaway of Gam- presentation of the play.
bier.
Pianist, Mile. Monique de la
"Although summer school was Bruchollerie, will appear as the
not the way I had planned to spend featured artist on Jan. 23. Eileen
my vacation, I find that my courses Farrell, soprano, on March 22,
are interesting and conveniently and Roscoe Drummond, chief of
scheduled—8 to 12. This should the Washington Bureau of the
happen - during the winter-spring Christian Science Monitor, on
session?" concluded Ann Fast of April 12 complete the list of
^artists to appear here during the
Nova. .

Cast Chosen For Next
Play, 'Blithe Spirit'
Noel Coward's "Blithe Spirit,"
written during the early World
War II London air raids, will be
the mid-season production of the
Huron Playhouse when it is presented July 30 through Aug. 3 at
8 p.m. EST.
The play was called a "fourth
dimension farce" by critica when
it opened just 11 years ago at the
Piccadilly Theatre in London and
later in New York.
"Blithe Spirit" is about a novelist and his second wife who invite
an eccentric lady medium to their
country home to learn of the occult. The resulting seance summons the writer's deceased first
wife from the beyond to jealously
wreck his present marriage.
She plans a fatal accident so
that he might join her in death,
but the scheme misfires and his
second wife is killed instead. The
two very blithe spirits cause
trouble until their former husband
begins to treat them like ghosts.
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'Papa Is All'

T. S. Eliot Selected
In Rehearsal
For Review This Week At Playhouse
BY LOUIS BERTONI

The position of T. S. Eliot is that of literary godfather
and fountainhead of this generation. As a poet, critic, essayist and dramatist he has influenced more writers and
caused more stir among critics than any other author in our
time. It in in consideration of his
impossible.
part in the revitalisation of noetic
An analysis of the poetry of this
drama and especially with regard play Is disheartening. It Is generally
to his list play that Eliot will be thin and dluonantly tinny. Tho fow
considered here.
scattered linen of rsal poetry have
The general principle of proced- tho curious offoct of sounding disharure will be the conception that monious. RoiUy has a low UnM
what is Anally important in cre- which, excellent as pootry. are not
ating literature is not what is said dramatically dofonslblo In torms of
but how it is said, that literary t h t psychiatrist's character. Tho
creativity is essentially a craft reason for tho failure to combine tho
and is a product of the refining poetry and tho dramatic elements Is
processes of mind. This is not to that Eliot has over-concentrated on
deny that what is said is not im- tho dramatic action. His poetry sufportant: it is a truism that the fers because It has boon subordingreat works of art are a balanced ated to the framework of the story
mixture of these two components. In a way which causes tho •■■•nil
What this does affirm is that a ally lyric nature of the pootry to
preliminary judgment of content suffer badly.
is first, that a critical study of
Eliot has chosen a curious story
style and technique follow and that and a more curious setting for a
both are combined in a discussion drama which has un obvious secof the final value of a work of art. ond level. According to most critIt is true, however, that if the ics both levels are failures. There
artist fails at the level of tech- is, however, an interpretation
nique it is impossible to judge the which, in addition to maintaining
cumulative effect at the level of a theme on the second level, is
final artistic value. The technical more consonant with Eliot's religiaspect of literature is a bridge be- ous and cultural views.
tween content and final concepIt is necessary first to discuss
tual statement and that no artist the dramatic elements. There is
proceeds to tho latter without a general and justifiable agreement
truly creative result in technical that the play is a dramatic failure.
problems.
The tediousness and garroulousTennyson is a greater technician ness of Juilia and Sir Harcourtthan Rrowning but the latter is Reilly destroy their dramatic efthe greater artist, just as Drydcn fectiveness for both become tediis Tennyson's equal technically but ous in a very literal way.
falls short of Tennyson in final
The tour de force which Reilly
statement.
accomplishes in re-uniting the esNo one will doubt that the value tranged Chambcrlaynes is an exof Tolstoi's art was distorted by cellent statement on the second
his peculiar attitudes toward mor- level but slick and somewhat
alizing in literature. License is horrid on the dramatic level. The
taken by men in all ages to pervert final failure if Eliot's inability to
general principles, but such per- make the martyrdom of Celia urversion does not deny the validity tistically credible.
Against the
of the principle.
background of modern cocktail
Any approach to Eliot must In ohatter, the essential spirituality
a few words pay homage to his of martyrdom appears almost sactowering intellect, his classic gen- riligeouHly incongrous and definitius and his phenomenal organiza- ely impossible artistically.
tional control. The play under conThere is no motive sufficient to
sideration The Cocktail Parly, re- carry the dramatic weight of
veals the artistic commai,.! which Celia's death. It is almost a travEliot has over his raw material as esty of dramatic credibility to sec
well us it Indicates how far Eliot the announcement of Celia's terhas come In the field of poetic rible death against the background
drama by virtue of studious effort, of an unloving couple re-united for
in what he has failed and the di- tho continuance of an absolutely
rection in which he has discerned sterile and inane life, a meddling
future possibilities.
old lady who has been responsible
Despite a temporary success, the for encouraging the death, and a
play is really a very bad one dra- psychiatrist equally responsible
matically and poetically. Primar- for Celia's choice.
ily a lyric poet, Eliot has not yet
All this is on the dramatic level.
discovered that dramatic verse and On the second level, the dramatic
lyric poetry are ultimately two in- ineffectiveness of the characters
dependent forms and that a com(Continued on page 4)
bination is impossible without distorting significant qualities of both
forms. The lyric Is a direct re- Registration For Huron
sponse, emotional or intellectual,
whose effect is carried solely by Trip Possibly Still Open
Advance registration has indilanguage.
The degree of direct expression cated that the bus which will go to
is precisely the measure of a good Huron tonight may be filled to calyric. The drama, on the other pacity. Those who go on the trip
hand, since it is a mixed form, will see the Huron Summer Playdepends on elements in addition to house perform "Papa Is All." Adlanguage to carry its meaning: it mission and bus fare are to be
depends upon motion and action, taken care of with activity cards.
upon the objectiflcation by language plus external movement of
a significant internal situation.
Rappaporrs
The great dramas are those few
which find and define the necessary
for
link between language and action
and which combine the two harmoniously.
In a few words, the language
must be secondary to dramatic
movement, it must fit the necessary stage action. Whether lyric
poetry can be successfully joined
with dramatic action is still a debatable question, but seemingly not

BOOKS, GIFTS, NOVETJTIES, SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
GREETING CARDS, PICNIC
GOODS
"Come in and look around,
you are always welcome."

John H. Hepler, technical director of the Huron Playhouse, will
give "Papa Is All," a widely-produced comedy by Patterson Greene,
an unusual interpretation when it
is produced July 23 through 27 at
8 p.m. EST.
According to Mr. Hepler, the
play will be presented in arena
style where the audience sits on
all four sides of the acting area.
Arena style, sometimes called
"theatre in the round," presents
many challenges, including costume and make-up perfection, according to the director.
The audience in "Papa Is AH"
ill sit in the kitchen of a Pennsylvania Dutch family that suffers
under the tyrannical hand of a
strict Mennonite father.
When his son, Jake, supposedly
does away with Papa, the family
starts to enjoy life, thinking that
"Papa Is All."
However, when
Papa unexpectedly returns, things
happen to him which make tho
play a folk comedy of merit
Jay F. I.udwig, 400 Larch Ave.,
Bogota, N.J., will play the title
role of an ugly-tempered parent
who tryannizes his Mennonite
family until, down-trodden, they
turn on their oppressor.
Ludwig hits had roles in "The
Glass Menagerie," "The Little
Foxes," "Arms and the Man," and
other productions.
Leo Reneke, 2380 Chipmunk
Lane, Holmes, Penn., will be seen
as Mama Aukamp, who married
Papa because "when you're thirtysome, it ain't so many men poppin'
you the question that way." Like
Papa, Mama is a strict Mennonite.
Unlike Papa, she does not have religious scruples against machinery, movies, and conveniences.
Harold McGrady, 201 Baker
Ave., Lodi, and Anne Potoky, Warren, play the roles of Jake and
Emma, the Aukamp children who
suspect that Papa's "scruples" arc
merely a way of keeping them on
the farm as forced slave labor.
Completing the cast of "Papa Is
All" will be Joyce Kinsey, Holloway, as a cheery neighbor who
supplies the family with gossip,
and Jerry Klcver, 120 N. Prospect
St., Bowling Green, as a Pennsylvania state trooper representing
the law of the land that finally
catches up with Papa.

Cinemanotes

Cinema Club Membership Now
Open For Next Fall's Series
Jin i.txnAi urea
Campus Movies

BY

John Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men, the story Hollywood said couldn't be filmed, will be shown Friday night
' at Campus Movies. The stars, Burgess Meredith, Betty
Field and Lon Chaney, give added impetus to Steinbeck's powerful story.
Saturday evening's film is a British import, The
October Man. It's one of those mysteries which Britain
is famous for. The lovely Joan Greenwood heads the
cast.
Greatest Show on Earth
The Greatest Show on Earth deserves its name. It is
a fine film, despite the sugary romantic angle. The costumes by Miles White steal the show as does Jimmy
Stewart as one of the clowns. Some of the scenes are
breathtaking! The train wreck is the finest ever filmed
and the cast is star-studded with big names. Glimpses of
Mona Freeman, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and others on
the Paramount roster add more luster to an already
sparkling production. For those who still wish to see it
(at regular prices, too) it's still on tonight, I believe.
Cinema Club Starts Third Year
For those summer school students who want to sign
the roster for Cinema Club membership next fall, the
list will be in my office (the room with no number next
to the President's Office) to sign. The club is limited
to 100.
Next year there will be 14 regular films on the series,
which costs $3.50 per semester or $6 for the entire year.

Staff Announced
For Dept. Paper
Richard L. Broka, a senior majoring in industrial arts, has been
appointed to the position of editor
for the year 1951-52 on the staff
of the lyidtmtrial Arts Informer.
This eight page paper is published
semesterly and has a circulation of
approximately 1,000. It is sent to
industrial arts teachers and educators throughout the U. S. and
many foreign countries, including
India.
James Hathaway, also an industrial arts major, has been appointed assistant editor. The first issue
is expected to be off the press by
the first of October. Anyone desiring a copy should contact Roland
Torgerson, chairman of the industrial arts department.

Cleveland College of
Mortuary Science
MM tMl lets, MM
CLHIUltD S. OHIO

r s&
DRIRV
QUEEN

fill! tttsttt MIIT MICN ■

Special attraction of the final
"soda pop" concert last night was
a band which played for the square
dances. Mrs. Jane Nelson Keefer's
band and caller agreed to furnish
the music for the dances which
have proved the most popular feature of the games nights.

YOUR FUTURE?

5

Strawberry
Sundae

Square Dancing Added
To Last Pop Concert

Are you wondering how best
to use your college education?
Would you like to enter a profession which acutely needs
young persons of college
caliber and high ideals?
Have you considered the field
of mortuary practice?
Are you sufficiently interested in your future possibilities to write for information?

Gifts for all
occasions
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Norman A.
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HOUSE OF
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Day
Night
Phone 31045 or 5734 Phone 31045
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SPORTS

Past Year Proves To Be
Good One For BG Sports
1961-62 was a successful year •
for sports at Bowling Green. One
hundred snorts contests were played and almost 60 per cent of them
were wins.
Football started off the year and
finished with four wins, four
losses,- and a tie. The tie game was
Finland's fierce national pride
against Kent.
is what is making this year's
Six wins, one loss, and a tie was Olympic games the success it is
the record of the cross country turning out to be.
team. The harriers ended one of
Three years ago, the officials
their most successful seasons at
the National Collegiate Athletic gave the Finns the go ahead to
start
preparing for the games.
Association cross country championships at Michigan State. The The Finns had just finished payFalcons were fourteenth in a field ing their debts to Russia. They
of 19 teams, running against some knew they had s gigantic task
of the best teams in the country. ahead of them, and they meant to
Turning to basketball, Coach see it through.
Representatives were sent to
Anderson's team finished up with
a record of 17 wins and 10 losses. many foreign countries to find out
This year the team will compete what kind of food to serve, and
in the Oklahoma City Tournament how to make It.
in the latter part of December.
Hotel space had to be expanded.
Coach Sam Cooper's tankers had Helsinki, the site of this year's
a record of nine wins and two games, with a population of 4,00losses. They won the Ohio College 000, was going to accommodate
Relays and also were the winners 300,000 visitors, plus the athletes
of the tenth annual Central Colleg- of 70 countries, and officials.
iate Conference swimming meet They're doing it.
held here at Bowling Green.
Not having that much linen to
Eighteen top - flight midwcstern go around, the Finns arc using
teams were entered. Among the paper linen sheets on the beds.
schools competing were Baldwin- Even some of the Finnish papers
Wallace, Detroit, Bradley, and didn't think that It could be done.
Ohio University.
Neither did a lot of people.
Bowling Green's grapplcrs, unBut they are doing it. The Finns
der Coach George Bender, com- are a proud people and only a
piled a record of two wins, five proud people could do what the
losses, and two tics. The team was Finns are doing now, making this
represented at the Ohio AAU year's Olympic games the great
wrestling tournament.
success that it is.
Four wins and three losses were
This marks the fifteenth Olymthe statistics for the track team. pic games. A total of 6,870 athIn the All-Ohio College Meet, the letes arc participating, plus 2,000
team placed fifth.
officials. It is the biggest Olympic
On the fairways, the golf team games ever staged. Also, it is the
won four matches, lost four, and first time Soviet Russia is comtied two. The golfers came in sixth peting.
in the Ohio Intercollegiate meet.
Helsinki is the smallest city in
Tennis was the only sport which which the games ever have been
lost more games than it won. The played.
Another fact, though not imnetters had a record of two win
portant, adds a colorful note to
and six losses.
On the diamond, the Falcons the proceedings. The Russian basended the season with eight win ketball team carries basketballs
and three losses. Two of the dyed a brilliant red.
games went into extra innings.
Howard Schaetike, a member of
Totalling up the statistics, it is
found that Bowling Green's team the 1948 football team, is now
ended the year with 66 wins, 38 head coach at Liberty Center. His
losses, and 6 ties. Since the end assistant is Clyde Schie, who was
of World War II, the Falcons have also on the '48 football squad.
Schaetxke was formerly football
won more than 60 per cent of their
coach at Lakeside.
sports contests.
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'Fore' On A Green

Finn's Pride Makes
Olympics Success

UTTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Four Summer Soaaion itudenta arc shown playing a fourtorn* on the University qolf course. This Is one of the many
athletic activities enjoyed by students during the summer.
Fifteen cents and your Ac card Is the admission to play on the
course. The University is in the process of building traps to
male* playing more difficult.

Dunham Stationed In Kentucky Camp
Vern Dunham, assistant line
coach and freshman basketball
coach before receiving his notice to
report for induction in the armed
forces, is now stationed at Camp
Brcckenridffe, Ky., where he is a

candidate for the Camp Breckcni HUM' football team.
Dunham, while at Bowling
Green, was captain of the 1048
football team which wus undefeated that year.

Baseball Trophy
First BG Award
In Conference Play
The Northwestern Athletic Association was the first athletic
conference the Falcons entered.
Thnt was back in 1917. It included
Defiance College, Bluffton, Toledo,
Findlay College, and Bowling
Green.
Rowling Green won its first conference championship by copping
the baseball trophy in 1920. The
trophy still is in the case located
on the second floor of the Men's
Gym. The Falcons also won the
basketball, football, and baseball
championship in 1928.
In 1932, Bowling Green entered
the Ohio Conference and played in
it until 1942. While in it the Falcons played host to the conference
swimming meet which was held in
the newly-built University Natatorium, in 1939.
This fall begins a new era in
Bowling Green sports. The Falcons will begin participating in
the Mid-America Conference.

Classifieds
Grad* twlin. naadart. Calif. Waah.
Oregon. Tamaa, Arliona. etc Halartaa
Saano-aaooo. AUo iwd hl|h arhoal coolmarc*, ham* <-■.. Spanish. BaalUa,
Mn.I.-. I.Irl. I'hj. Ed. Halarlna WWW
•1000.
Taatthara
Saedallata
Baraaa,
Houlritr. C'ala.

By Bibler

But was it? Are you one of the
many who keep the Red Cross
Banks of life-giving fluid flowing to the battlefields? Make
an appointment to give - today.

Published In The Public Interest By
THE BG NEWS
"I told you boys—no pin-ups on the walll

V

iv
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SOCIAL

Inquiring Reporter Asks
How To Beat Heat Problem

Social Activities
End With Movies,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

By Blbl.r

p^fl^jft** rV;[Hp 1 *X*0*]

Dance July 25-26
The summer social season will
conclude this week end with two
movies and an orchestra dance.
The orchestra of John Christman
will play for the dance Saturday
July 28. If weather permits, this
final dance is to be outside on the
steps of the Ad Bldg. However, If
it rains during the day, it will be
in the Rcc Hall.
Friday's
movie stars
Betty
Field and Lon Chaney. It is titled
"Of Mice and Men." "The October
Man" will be shown Saturday evening. It is a "thriller" filmed In
England. These films will conclude
the summer movie series.

Two-Thirds Of Vets
In Graduate School
Of the 179 veteran students enrolled in the Summer Session, 122
arc
in the graduate school, figures
As Summer School students and faculty literally sweated
released from the office of the vetout the sticky, humid weather early this week, the roving erans' counsellor have revealed.
reporter set out to find just what people do to keep cool. The remainder, constituting less You know that fraternity houM next door—It's a sorority house I
than one third, are undergraduate
Question: "What do you do to beat the heat?"
or special students.
Cadets of the Air Force Reserve
Gene Kohli, Kinclluy, graduate
Officers Training Corps at Camp
student: "I usually sprinkle the
Mitchell, Long Island, were incellar floor with water and study
spected recently by Dr. Ralph G.
down there. It's 12 degrees cooler
Harshman, dean of administration
(Continued from page 2)
than the rest of the house.
less world. It is more consistent,
at Bowling Green.
therefore,
with
Eliot's
philosophy
The 23 students who went on a
John Vance, Ixirain, senior: I go does not deny their value as symswimming;, anywhere where there bols. Most critics have, however, and theology to accept the religi- University-sponsored trip to the
is water, and as often as I get tho seen fit to interpret the whole ous side of the Reilly, Julia and Toledo Museum of Art last Friday
drama positively, that is, to as- Celia as a reflection of the sterilchance.
Cosmetics, Photoreported that the tour was, in
Mary I.ou Bauman, North Balti- sume that Eliot is investing Reilly, ity of modern religious values not
graphic Equipment,
more, senior; Since I commute .luil:, and Celia with positive as an attempt by Eliot to use these their opinions, both interesting and
every day and havo a home to care Christian themes. The critic is characters to carry a positive educational.
Drugs.
The tour, conducted by Miss
for it usually beats me. I do go then forced to transfer the dra- theme.
matic ineffectiveness of the charIt is precisely their mcaninglcss- Hofman, was intended to pay parAshing at night for relaxation,
Roger Howe, Upper Sandusky, acters to the symbolic level. The noss which make them effective on ticular attention to exhibits which
graduate student: I suggest that error is one of misinterpretation the symbolic level. With this inyou concentrate on studying. Since by those critics who assume that terpretation, the seeming confus- would be of interest to children.
you can think of only one thing at the drama is faulty because of the ion of the religious-sectarian ele- The object of this was to make it
Walgreen Agency
possible for the teachers in the
a time, you won't mind the heat. necessity for such transfer of dra- ments is clearly understood.
matic
meaning
to
symbolic
meangroup
to
take
their
pupils
on
simiCclia's death is effective and
No, I don't always follow that ading, thereby interpreting the sym- terrifying symbolically in a man- lar tours in the future.
vice myself.
bolic level, with an assumed posi- ner which it never could be draOne of the high spots of the
Ruth Adelsnergcr, Carey, juntive statement, in terms of tho matically and the incongruities of tour was the museum's most valuior: Well, I sometimes study in the
dramatic failure.
Reilly's
psychiatrist
priest
funcable single exhibit, an ancient
cellar. It's cooler there. OccasionWhile it is true that an effective tion each become clear on their glass cameo effect vase. The vase
ally I go swimming, but there
own
level.
It
also
gains
in
signisymbolic
statement
will
not
assist
is one of four in existence.
really isn't much we can do but
in an effective dramatic statement, ficance interpreted in this manner.
endure it. .
Miss Hofman took the visitors
One might question whether this to the Peristyle, the museum's
the critic is in error in assuming
Gale Smith, Van Wert, junior:
that the symbolic level need be a altitude Is Justifiable dramatically? auditorium, and explained its conIt's simple, I just don't think about
positive statement and must neces- Perhaps not. but Eliot on this second struction and the perfect acoustics
it. The only time it bothers me is
sarily depend on the dramatic ef- level Is not so much a poet or dra- for which it is famous. Considerwhen it's really humid.
matist as he Is a critic ol culture. able time was also spent on the
fectiveness for its own worth.
Lee Pate, Warren, senior, and
This Is a phase of Eliot's Inielleciual special exhibit of contemporary
There Is another view ol this
Elver Scalf, Hamilton, senior: We
propsensliies which the critics have paintings.
spiritual-material dichotomy which Is
like tho heat; the hotter the better.
either Ignored ot curiously seen fit
mar* coosisMnt with Eliot's viewThat's why it is hard to answer
The trip was planned and sponto Interpret as basically poeMvo.
point. The world which he Is deyour question. We play golf and
The world which Eliot described sored by the social committee.
scribing Is frankly sick. Ii li lull ol
get a milkshake every night at the
meaningless people Ot Is precisely in Gerontion and Pru/rock is the
Dairy Queen.
NorthwMtom Ohio's
this which renderr them Ineffective same world as the world of this
Carol
Pcterjohn, Cleveland
dramattcallyl who make no effort at play. The difference is that Eliot's
LARGEST
Heights, senior: I go to the quarry
living In accord with the values insight and accumulated dislike
MUSIC DEALERS
and lie on a log out in the middle.
have increased.
which underlie their civilisation.
Then I prop my book on my knees.
One other question must be
In view of the ideas expressed
COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL
It's a primitive method of studyby Eliot in The Idea for a Chris- briefly mentioned. Eliot has said
LEADING MAXES
ing.
tian Society and Notes Toward the that his purpose was to write poeor
Bill Crayne, Toledo, sophomore:
Definition of Culture, it is incon- try which would not strike the lisINSTRUMENTS
1 go swimming three or four times
ceivable how Eliot can feel any- tener as poetry. This is a negative
a week when I get home. 1 do my
poetic
thing but contempt for his charac- and worthless approach:
studying in the library in front of ters and how the critic could asdrama will always be a highly
the fan.
sume that Eliot would make BUch stylised and formal method of exAline Eycstone, Gibsonburg, juncharacters the burden of a positive pression. It must demand its own
ior: I go swimming in the quarry
Christian theme. Eliot cannot, in dramatic and artistic conventions
every day, do my studying in the fact, get beyond the meaninglessand one of these is that the poetry
library, and drink lemonade. When
ness of his characters for this is be felt consciously as poetry.
I don't go swimming, I get under all that he sees in their society.
Eliot is himself well aware of
FOR YOUR CLEANING NEEDS CALL US
the lawn sprinkler in my bathing
In his Anglo-Catholic, authori- this and is undoubtedly aware that
suit
tarian position, Eliot can conceive it is a factor in the failure of the
4-Hour Odorless Cleaning
Pete Schmidt, Genoa, graduate of the characters of The Cocktail poetry and in the amalgamation
student: I just endure it and Party only in terms of contempt
3-Day Shirt Laundry Service
of the poetry with the dramatic
suffer. To that we add—Amen.
for such a directionless, standard- action.
BY ALICE DREIER
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Art Faculty Displays
Efforts at Ohio Univ.
Creative works of three members of the art faculty are being
shown at the Ohio Valley Oil and
Water Color Show at Ohio University, Athens, until the end of this
month.
Being displayed are "Sunday
Morning" by Robert O. Bone, and
"Depot" by Otto G. Ocvirk, both
of which are oil paintings.
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